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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION 111

Report No. 50-374/920ll(DRP)

Docket No. 50-374 License No. NPF-18

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Opus West 111
1400 Opus Place
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Facility Name: LaSalle County Station, Unit 2

Inspection At: LaSalle Site, Marseilles, Illinois

inspection Conducted: April 20 through May 12, 1992

Inspector: C. Phillips

Approved By: 4/[/92-
R. C. Kno;(/ Chief Da t'e '
Reactor Projects Section IB

Inspection Summary

inspection from foril 20 throuah May 12. 1992 (Recort No. 50-374/920ll(ORP)).
Areas inspected: A special safety inspection was conducted by a resident
inspector concerning the bypassing of a reactor water cleanup system (RWCU)
containment isolation signal on April 20, 1992.
Results: Two violations were identified. The first involved an inadequate
procedure in egard to securing the reactor water cleanup system (paragraph
4.a). The second violation involved the failure to follow two procedures when
bypassing a valid RWCU differential flow isolation signal (paragraph 4.c).
Pre ~ious management guidance and training were ipeufficient to ensure these
types of events were adequately addressed.

Plant OperatJjmi

Weaknesses were noted in communication of expectations to operators from
licensee management. Management policies on performance of procedural sub-
steps in sequential order and bypassing of reactor water cleanup differential
flow isolation were unclear. Team work and communications among crew memoers
during the event were excellent.
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QETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

(nmmonwealth Edison Company--
* G. Diederich, Manager, LaSalle Station
* W. Huntington, Techr.lcal Superintendent
* J. Schmeltz, Production Superintendent
* H. Hentschel, Assistant Superintendent, Operations
* T. Hammerich, Operating Engineer
* J. A. Ahlman, OPEX Administrator, Regulatory Assurance !

* B. Wood, ON" Administrator
* R. McConnaughay, Shift Engineer
* H. Cooper, HPES Coordinator
* J. Shields, Nuclear Licensing Administrator
* J. Klika, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
* D. Carlson, NRC Coordinator

The inspector also talked with and interviewed several other licensee
employees, including members of the technical ''aff; reactor and
auxiliary operators; shift engineer,, and foremen.

* Denotes those attending the inspection exit meeting.

2. Backaround

During the January to March 1992 Unit 2 refueling outage, reactot water
cleanup system (RWCU) containment isolation valves (G33-f001 and f004)
were replaced. These new valves were tested satisfactorily in a cold
condition. However, during the. reactor startup from the refueling
outage an RWCU isolation occurred. Due to a combination of thermal
expansion of the valves and torque switch bypass setting, the valve
actuator motors never turned off and burned themselves out. The
licensee returned the unit to cold shutdown,-replaced the valve actuator
motors, and reset the limit switches. The valves were again tested cold
and declared operable. The licensee also began special testing of the
valves over a range of temperatures to ensure that the valve actuator
switch settings were accurate.

During the reactor startup on April 19, 1992, the licensee was
experiencing intermittent RWCU isolation signals during the plant
heatup. RWCU high differential flow isolation signals were a commen
phenomenon at LaSalle during reactor heat up and cooldown due to the
effects of the density change of the coolant on flov instruments.- RWCU
blowdown flow was necessary during startup to control reactor water
level. The Assistant Superintendent of Operations was present for the,

I startup and made the decision to bypass spurious RWCU isolation signals.
From the time the reactor went cr;tical at 5:55 a.m. until 9:33 a.m.,

the licensee by)assed the RWCU isolation function four times, the
longest period 3eing approximately 30 minutes.
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3. Event Ducriptiqn

On April 20, 1992, at approximately 8:50 a.m., Unit 2 was at normal
operating temperature and pressure. Operatio.1s, electrical maintenance,
and technical staff personnel were in the process of performing LaSalle
Special Test (LST) 92-080, " Unit 2 Reactor Water Cleanup HOV Cycle Test
During Plant Startup," Revision 1, for the last time. Step f. 2 of the
procedure required the shutdown of RWCU in accordance with LaSalle
Operating Procedure (LOF)RT-03, " Reactor Water Cleanup System Shutdown,"
Revision 7. The operator incorrectly secured RWCU by shutting the
system discharge velve before securing the pumps and a differential flow
isolation signal was received. (See Section 4.a below.)

Upon receipt of a diffmc ' u fle 4 is0 ulon signah a 45 second time
delay occurs before the pamary containment isolation valves receive a
signal to close. Believirig this was another spurious isolation in the
absence of other signs of a leak, e.g. room temperatur6 .i_ims or
radiation monitor alarms, the operators bypassed the ist. . on sit
within 30 seconds of alarm receipt. The operators were also conce. d
about possible damage to the isolation valve motors as the thermal
overloads were automatically bypassed on an automatic isolation. The
operators then noted an increasing level in the reactor building
equipment drain tar.x (RBEDT). An Equipment Operator (E0) was in:,tructed
to locally check the RWCU system and subseqecatly reported water through
a sight glass indicating c lifted relief valve. These observations in
conjunction with a noted 96 gpm differential flow reading cauad the
operators to unbypass the isolation signal within approximately three
minutes of the alarm. The containment iso 16 tion valves then went shut.
It was later determined that the relief valve on the shell side of the
"B" regenerative heat exchange had lifted dumping approximately 200
gallons to the RBEDT.

4. Event Evaluation

The inspector's event e'aluation covered the cause of the relief valve
lifting, relief valve response, the bysssing of the isolation signal,
and event reportability and classification,

a. Cause of Relief Valve liftina

The operators shut down the RWCU system in an inappropriate
manner. LOP-RT-03, step F.1.e states:

"From Control Panel 1(2)H13-P602, PEPFORM the following:

1) STOP the RWCU pumps, 1(2)G33-C001 A/B/C

2) CLOSE valve M0-1(2)G33-F040, RWCU system return valve"

The operator performed these two actions in the opposite order
from which they appeared in the procedure. The resulting pressure
transient was the most likely cause of the relief valve lifting.'
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LAP 100-40, " Procedural Adherence", Revision 1, step F.2.b.5
stated, "(correct usage of a procedure includes) Following
procedural steps in sequence unless deviations are allowed by the
procedure." Although not documented, the licensee management's
procedural adherence expectations were that this requirement
applied to procedural steps but not Eqb-steps. Licensee
management made the conscious decision to leave sub-step order to
the discretion of the operator based upon circumstances and
knowledr The procedure as written allowed the system to be
operatc a manner which could have led to damage of the pumps,
valve, o system boundary. Therefore, the procedure was not
appropriate to the circumstances and in violation (374/92011-
Ol(DRP)) of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

The inspector verified through numerous interviews that this
philosophy had been consistently relayed and understood by the
operating orgar.ization. However, the inspector regarded the
licensee's non-do:umented procedural adherence expectations to be
a weakness. Licensee management and operators were inconsister.t
and confused as to what constituted a step versus a sub-step. In
addition, it was not clear if the procedures had been written with
this philosophy in mind or if the additional burden placed on the
operators had been specifically evaluated.

b. Relief Valve Response

A concern was raised cycr whether the relief valve lifted and

reset properly. The licensee removed the relief valve and tested
its lift point satisfactorily. The valve did not rescat as
expected during the event, because the vendor's data was based on
blowdown testing performed at a water temperature of 70 degrees!

fahrenheit. The valve vendor informed the licensee that the valve
was not certified for a given amount of blowdown and that
increasing the water temperature would reduce the valve reset
pressure. The vendor stated that given the dynamics involved it
would be extremely difficult to calculate what the actual reset

,

pressure was and virtually impossible to duplicate those'

conditions in a laboratory. Given that the valve did not reset
until after the containment isolation valves went shut, it was

probable that the relief valve would not have reset at or above
|

normal reactor pressure and would have continued to leak coolant
until actual reactor pressure dropped below normal. However,
under normal circumstances, the closure of the isolation valve
would prevent reactor pressure from continuing to drop, so theI

I relief valve closure pressure is not of concern. The inspector
had no further concerns ta this area,

c. IsoJation Sianal B_voass

During portions of heatups and cooldowns, the RWCU differential
flow isolation function was routinely declared inoperable and
bypassed to prevent spurious isolations. Management communication'
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of expectations in regard to RWCU isolations was weak. The
decision to bypass spurious isolation signals did not clearly
include how long this policy would continue, under what plant
conditions were the isolation signals to be bypassed, and what
parametars were used to verify that a sigral was spurious.

Bypassing the RWCU differential flow isolation signal following a
valid initiation was a violation of LaSalle Technical
Specification 6.2.A.1, which requires in ptrt that detailed
procedures be written, approved and adhered to (50-373/92011-
02(DRP)). Annunciator procedura laSalle Operating Abnormal (LOA)
H13-P601 B507, " Leak Detection Reactor Water Cleanup System B Flow
High (Div II)", Revision 5, required the operator to identify and
correct the high differential flow condition, and if this could
not be done to verify that automatic actions occur. LAP-1600-2,
'*onduct of Operations," Revision 45, step F.1.au.5 states, "11 a
-f %ty function initiates automatically assume a true initiating
-o t has occurred unless otherwise confirmed by at least two

pendent indications."

ious management guidance and training given to the operators
insufficient to ensure this type of event was adequately

Jressed in aCCordance hith the annunciator and administrative
procedures. Although independent indications of RWCU leakage as
covered in operator training were checked, they were not
appropriate to detect a relief valve lifting to the RBEDT nor were
they adequate to confirm that a leak did not exist. Available
control room indications were insufficient to verify absence of
this type of event in the short time available. Given a confirmed
initiating signal, high differential flow, and absence of adequate
indication to the contrary, it was inappropriate and
nonconservative to assume a spurious initiation and bypass the
automatic safety system fcnction,

d. Event Reportability and Classification

The licensee immediately recognized the event as reportable under
10 CFR 50.72 b.(2). ii, "Any event or condition that results in
the actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature..." and reported it
within four hours as required. However, the licensee did not
recognize it as reportable under 10 CFR 50.72 b.(2). iii, "Any:

event or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment
of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed
to: . . . (C) Control the release of radioactive material . . .". The
licensee management did not appear to recognize the significance
or inappropriateness of the operator actions until identified as
such by the NRC.

The question as to whether the licensee should have made an
emergency declaration was also reviewed. LaSalle' . " General
Station Emergency Plan" (GSEP) states that, " Reactor Coolant
System leakage greater than 50 gpm as indicated by surveillance or
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control room indication", should be classified as an Alert. I

Ilowever, guidance from NRR allows licensees to not declare an
Alert in cases where the leak is quickly isolated such that the
potential for a significant radiological event no longer exists.
a this case, the leakage from the relief valve was approximately
96 gpm. The leak was quickly identified and isolated, so that an
Alert was not daclared. Additionally, the initiating conditions
for declaration of an Unusual Event were not met so no emergency
declaration was required. The licensee's actions were reviewed by
regional Emergency Preparedness personnel at the time of the event
and found to be acceptable; therefore, the inspector had no
further questions on emergency classification.

S. Event Safety Sionificance

The lifting of the relief valve on the regenerative heat exchanger
caused a valid leak signal. The primary containment isolation system
wos temporarily unable to perfcrm its function because the operators
intentionally bypassed the signal. However, the safety significance of
the event itself was reduced when vined from a broader perspective.
The crew attempted to verify a leak prior to bypassing the isolation and
subsequently continued investigating to eventually determine an actual
leak condition existed. Operator communications were excellent. The
decision to bypass the isolation signal, although misguided, was made
promptly. Feedback from other operators present was excellent and
timely. The crew quickly realized there was a problem and solved it
primarily due to excellent teamwork. As a result, the signal was
bypassed for approximately three minutes. Circumstances surrounding the
reasons for bypassing this particular safety function included a

l spurious isolation history, concerns about damaging the RWCU isolation
valve motors, and adequacy of instrumentation to detect this type of
leak. There was no reason to believe the operators would handle any
other safety system actuation in a similar inappropriate manner.
Approximate leakage to a controlled collection point was 200 gallons.
Although bypassing a safety system function is certainly of serious
concern from a policy standpoint, the additional actions taken by the
operators and the minimal consequences of the event lowered the safety
significance in this case.

6. Licensee Proposed Corrective Actions

I The licensee's short tery corrective actions were to unbypass the
| isolation signal and to issue instructions to the operating crews not to
i bypass RWCU differential flow isolation signals during normal operating
i temperature and pressure.

|
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The licensee proposed the followliig initial long term corrective
actions:

(1) 9perating management will clarify the meaning of step-by-step and
sub-step procedural adherence. This will include what must be
done to vary from step-by-step /sub-step adherence during procedure
usage.

(2) A review will be done of the RWCU system startup and shutdown
procedures for adequacy, and enhancements will be made as
determined by the review. Tne LOA for RWCU delta-flow will also
be reviewed.

(3) Specific guidance on the bypassing of RWCU delta-flow isolations
which are currently expected during plant heat-up and cooldown
evolutions will be issued by the station manager. An interim
letter has been issued to the shift engineers directing that the
RWCU delta-flow isolation is not to be bypassed at normal
operating pressure and temperature unless specified in procedure.

(4) The current station practice / philosophy of bypassing isolations or
actuations will be reviewed and the station manager will issue a
formal station policy.

(5) Station management will review those phrases in the " Conduct of
Operations" procedure which deal with defeating actuations. Based
on the findings of the review, clarifications of the meanings and
station expectations will be issued.

(6) Training will be conducted for operators on issues which result
from the above reviews / revisions.

(7) The RWCU system delta-flow instrumentation will be reviewed for
adequacy in light of technological advances since installation.

(8) Testing cf the relief valve that actuated during the event has
been completed, and the lift setpoint was verified to be within
its stated tolerance. The reseat setpoint cannot be determined at
LaSalle; however, it does not appear to be a concern, and no
further action is planned relating to this valve.

The licensee planned to document final corrective actions in the
licensee event report.

7. Exit Interview
The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
during the inspection period and at the conclusion of the inspection
period on May 12, 1992. The inspector summarized the scope and results
of the inspection and discussed the likely content of this inspection
report. The licensee acknowledged the information and did not indicate
that any of the information disclosed during the inspection could be
considered proprietary in nature.
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